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Title Local Administrative Units, 2019 - Administrative Units - Data set

Date 2019-02-28

Date type Creation

Abstract This data set shows pan European administrative boundaries down to commune level version
2019. . The Nomenclature of Territorial Units for Statistics (NUTS) and the LAU nomenclature
are hierarchical classifications of statistical regions that together subdivide the EU economic
territory into regions of five different levels (NUTS 1, 2 and 3 and LAU , respectively, moving
from larger to smaller territorial units). The LAU classification is not covered by any legislative
act. The data set is based on EuroBoundaryMap v. 2020 from Eurogeographics. Geographical
extent covers the European Union, EFTA countries, and candidate countries The scale of
the data set is 1:100 000. A generalised version is available to all from the GISCO download
page. The data contains the National Statistical agency LAU code which can be joined to LAU
lists aswell as a field GISCO_ID which is a unique identifier consisting of the Country code
and LAU code.
Total resident population figures (31st December) have also been added based on the
associated LAU lists Note the generalised version should be used for cartographic purposes
and should be correctly attributed to @Eurogeographics.

Unique resource identifier {4503E345-383A-43F5-9584-AD4A931FEB81}

Metadata language eng

Hierarchy level Dataset

OnLine resource
Linkage https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/fpfis/wikis/x/vQXOB

Protocol

Linkage https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/nuts/local-administrative-units

Protocol WWW:LINK-1.0-http--link

Linkage http://myintracomm.ec.europa.eu/dg/ESTAT/6-tools/GISCO/AccessGeographicalRef
%20Database/Pages/AccessGeographicalRefDatabase.aspx

Protocol

Point of contact
Organisation name European Commission, Eurostat (ESTAT), GISCO

Role Point of contact

Topic category Boundaries

Keyword
Keyword Administrative units

Type Theme

Keyword Local administrative units

Extent

Geographic bounding box
West bound -79.7

East bound 62.29
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South bound -26.64

North bound 88.92

Spatial resolution
Denominator 1000000

Lineage
Statement The dataset is based on the geometry from EuroBoundary Map v2020 (source

EuroGeographics). This dataset is not integrated with other GISCO data such as NUTS 2016/
NUTS 2021. Known issues see EBM_2019_LAU_NUTS_Matching.pdf in download package
Population figures derive from the annual LAU lists. Member states do not in all cases provide
a figure, in these cases the figure for the nearest available year is taken, the reference year
for the population figure can be found in the field Year. Population density has also been
calculated based on this figure and the area of the polygons in LAEA spatial reference
(EPSG:3035) of the original 100K scale data. Population figures are not validated, figures
received with the LAU lists are indicative and have analytical purposes such as implementing
the DEGURBA.

Resource constraints
Use limitation The Commission, its Executive Agencies and European Environmental Agency may use

the dataset under the following usage restrictions: https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/fpfis/
wikis/display/GISCO/License+conditions+for+EuroGeographics+Administrative+and
+Topographic+spatial+datasets . Contractors of the Commission, its Executive Agencies
and EEA can access the data after signing an agreement form. The agreement form can be
requested by the responsible service from European Commission – Eurostat/GISCO ESTAT-
GISCO@ec.europa.eu . Once the form has been signed, access will be provided by European
Commission - Eurostat/GISCO.
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